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Rider Subsidy Recipient: Amy Miller
This is Amy’s Story:

The weekend started out in its usual circumstance. After finishing some chores around the barn,
hooking up the trailer and buying some dark chocolate M&M’s, I loaded Louie into the trailer and started on
the long drive up to DG Bar. After climbing over the Grapevine, and settling in on the 99 freeway, I started to
consider what training problems I needed to address during our weekend clinic with Willy Arts.
For one thing, Louie can be a bit of a lazy fellow, and not just in your usual lazy, behind the leg sort of
way. A bit of a clever soul, Louie prefers not only ignoring your leg but also becoming heavy in the contact
when ignoring the leg becomes impossible. (I.e. – hello riding whip!) The first thing we focused on was the
importance of obedience. Willy focused on obtaining obedience to the leg aids; not in only a “move forward”
sense. We tested this by leg yielding on the 20m circle with the most important goal being a softening of
Louie’s neck while performing the leg yield, without falling out through the outside shoulder or running
forward. We also worked on maintaining the position of the leg yield because of obedience to the leg aids,
instead of obedience to me arm wrestling Louie into position.
After reviewing the importance of obedience and sensitivity to the leg, we moved on to the flying
changes. Louie understands the changes, but he often prefers to change ahead of me. This convenient
strategy allows him the chance to change in his favorite way – downhill and slightly crooked. We focused on
the importance of preparing the flying change, instead of the change itself. While riding straight ahead, we
prepared for the flying change by performing a slight leg yield away from the new inside leg. The most
important goal was to maintain control of the neck, not allowing the horse to bulge through either shoulder
before the change. The leg yield moved from second track to quarter line, with absolute alignment of the
shoulders in front of the hind legs. If Louie started to pull, we didn’t ask for a change. Instead we focused on
the ability to make Louie more and more adjustable within the canter. When we did ask for the change, it was
balanced, uphill and straight – again avoiding the arm wrestling scenario.
We finished the ride with a final set of trot work. After working on the changes, Louie wouldn’t mind
leaving his hind legs out behind him in the trot work. We focused on maintaining a quick rhythm, without
running or becoming heavy in the contact. While riding on 20 m circle in trot, we spiraled into a 10m circle.
The smaller circle helped control the Louie’s speed; then we added a short leg aid from both legs to create a
quick rhythm in the hind legs. The small circle kept Louie from pulling, or becoming long in the frame or from
leaving the hind legs out behind.
We repeated these exercises on the second day of the clinic. After finishing up on the second day,
Louie felt taller, lighter and definitely more sensitive. We finished the weekend by taking the long drive home.
With a few M&M’s left in the bag, I spent the drive munching on chocolate and contemplating how to take my
riding to a higher, even more attentive level!
Once getting home and starting back to work, I find myself paying closer attention to the quality of the
gaits as well as the position/quality of Louie’s neck in all of the daily work. I have found the most benefit in
double checking these qualities before performing any movement, not just the flying changes. This has
brought an extra level of detail and attentiveness to my riding!

Wow! Sounds like she had a great experience!
Amy was the first recipient of our newly expanded Rider Subsidy Program.
The Pomona Chapter now offers up to two rewards per quarter and awards are
eligible up to $300 for chapter members. Apply today for any clinics or haul-out
lessons you have participated in this quarter. To find out more visit
www.cdspomonachapter.org

Like the Pomona Chapter on Facebook!
The Pomona Chapter is now active on Facebook and we want all of
our members to like us! Facebook is a great way for our members to
stay involved and up to date on all current Pomona events.
Look us up as: California Dressage Society - Pomona Chapter

Upcoming Chapter Clinic: Gerhard Politz

The Pomona Chapter is hosting a clinic with Gerhard Politz as our clinician
on the weekend of July 16 & 17.
July 16th is reserved for all of our adult members to participate in the clinic
July 17th is just for the juniors
This is a great opportunity for all members to come out and learn from an
outstanding German instructor
Gerhard Politz’s Bio says:
Since moving to California, Politz has continued training and competing at all levels
through Grand Prix. He was CDS champion at Intermediaire I and II, and in merely two years
won the USDF bronze, silver and gold medals. Just as he did in Germany, he enjoys working
with Young Riders. His students have won four individual Gold Medals at NAYRC as well as
several silver, bronze, and gold team medals.
In more than thirty-five years of studying, training, teaching and competing according
to the classical principles and the Pyramid of Training, Politz has acquired the depth of
knowledge and experience which enables him to bring out the best in both horse and rider.
Contact Tiffany Kell Brinton at teamtkell@aol.com to sign up early before
all of the spots are filled.
* Remember: all Pomona Chapter members audit for FREE!!!*

CDS Amateur Clinic with Donna Richardson

The Pomona Chapter was fortunate enough to have two of its chapter members
ride under Donna Richardson. The annual Amateur Clinic is a wonderful
opportunity for a horse and rider team to have exposure to instruction outside of
their normal learning environment.
Maria Michelson Wrote:
I was lucky to be able to attend the clinic because I was on the wait list and I got the call! Donna
Richardson was a wonderful clinician that made everyone feel at ease right away and everything that she
commented on was in a positive manner. Donna talked with us on how we really need to develop and
strengthen our core muscles showing us exercises and stretches.
On Saturday, we were paired with similar age horses and she worked back and forth with my paired
partner Sherry working on quiet hands and the use and effect of our seat to develop a nice working trot,
without our upper body being “too noisy”. Donna emphasized the use of a buckle saddle strap to help us sit
the trot more efficiently and keep our hands quiet. This was the best thing I had ever used. I had not even
tried to sit the trot but a handful of times; let alone sit for a couple strides without bouncing before asking for
the canter. By holding on to the buckles of the strap, it helped me pull my seat into the saddle and at the
same time keep my horse on the bit with quieter hands. When I was in the canter it helped my keep my tush
from bouncing because it help me again pull my seat in and move with the horse. This is a great tool to help
get the feel of moving with the horse.

On Sunday, Donna chose to give ½ hour individual lessons and/or lunge lesson if we desired. I chose ½
and ½. I worked on sitting and really stretching my legs down into position, I needed to work on me and with
use of the bucking strap. My homework, per Donna, twice a week lunge lessons for 2 months and I would
notice a remarkable difference. I am really starting to FEEL the motion in the sitting trot as my horse
continues to stay round and forward because I do not bounce (as much). PROGRESS!!! THANK YOU DONNA!!
And THANK YOU CDS for the CLINIC!! IT WAS AMAZING!

Maria and her horse Wally in a lunge lesson with Donna Richardson

Marsha Carey Wrote:
Thanks Pomona Chapter for sending me to this year's Adult Amateur Clinic. I brought Nemo, my little,
round Haflinger; which felt very weird among the mostly Warmblood breeds. Since Nemo's confirmation lends
itself to a tight, short neck, I had a hard time getting him to relax on the first day. When I asked for a trot, he
cantered. At the walk, he performed his choppy pony jig. He held his little head up high as if he had never had
a dressage lesson in his life.
Donna Richardson worked with me on keeping a constant contact at the trot by holding on to the
"Bucking Strap" forcing my outside rein to stay in one spot. By the second day, Nemo was relaxed and we were
able to work on suppleness, relaxation and contact. Again, thanks for the great opportunity. I learned a lot and
highly recommend auditing the Adult Amateur Clinic.

Every year the California Dressage Society hosts an Amateur Clinic
with an outstanding clinician. And every year the Pomona Chapter
sends one of its members to participate. If this sounds like something
you want to do, then talk to a board member about how you may be able
to take part in this amazing clinic. Auditing is another great way to
experience the clinic if you are not chosen to ride in it.

The Pomona Chapter would like to introduce you to our newest
Platinum Sponsorship!!!

Summit General Insurance

Experts in Equine Insurance
Look for them at our shows and upcoming events

Another Educational Opportunity: Willy Arts Clinic
Willy Arts is coming to Brookside Equestrian Center for a two
Day clinic: Aug 2nd and 3rd. Contact Christie Cooper at
Christie.cooper@effem.com to find out more information
Coming Up Next:
Midsummer’s Dressage Show August 7th
Entries Close July 27th
Ride Your Test Clinic
September: exact date to be determined
Contact Rachel at rachelfriedrichs@yahoo.com
For more details
Don’t Forget to Check out the New Website: cdspomonachapter.org
The entire website has been revamped and updated so that you, our members, can
feel more confidant and informed about what is happening in your Dressage
community

